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vides an educational and community re

and comprehensive information about waste 
and recycling, and the tours are fully booked. 

HGVs go to the weighbridges and then 
the tipping hall, where they unload waste 
into a deep bunker with cranes above. These 
operate not unlike the crane machines 
in amusement arcades – but at a dramatical-
ly different scale.  Then the waste is mixed to 
ensure it has a regular calorific value before 
being lifted into the furnace where it is burnt 
at high temperature to produce heat energy. 

Waste is burnt in the boiler hall/fur-
nace – the plant’s largest volume. Flue gas 
is treated here and toxins extracted, and it 
houses the air cooled condenser and turbines. 

Finally, the waste is transferred across 
to the Bottom Ash Recovery facility where 
a magnet picks out metal. The remaining 
ash products are then graded for re-use in 
either roads or buildings. All in all this is an 
efficient process producing energy and waste 
that can be recycled elsewhere. Only a very 
small percentage is toxic and has not found a 
new use, but that is coming soon. 

The team is very explicit about the artic-
ulation of the different parts to break down 
the massing and express more directly the 
process and functions within the plant. 
Its ‘shrink wrapping’ of the internal func-
tions has reduced the size of the enclosure 
volumes. The distinct expression of each 
volume and different well detailed materials 
with clean lines make for an economic and 
smart building. 

The boiler hall, which is the primary func-
tion and the biggest volume, has been picked 
out for special treatment. External cladding 
of translucent polycarbonate with twisting 
horizontal louvres mounted externally gives 
the building an ephemeral visual texture. The 
louvres’ changing angles reflect the light dif-
ferently and seen from afar they create a shim-
mering unsteady movement that reduces the 
volume’s visibility in the landscape. Running 
the length of the roof, transparent ETFE strips 
admit light behind the facades, creating a fan-
tastic top lit working environment and mak-
ing them luminescent. 

Other volumes such as the tipping hall 
are clad in a darker panel intended to ground 
the buildings. However, because they are set 
against the very successful ephemeral treat-
ment of the main boiler hall they now make 
the other elements of the building more visi-

1 HGV layover zone 
2  Attentuation pond
3  Admin and visitors’ centre
4  Weighing bridge
5 Electrical rooms
6  Workshops
7  Condenser
8 Turbine hall and flue 
 gas cleaning
9 Boiler hall
10 Crane enclosure
11 Tipping hall
12 Bottom ash recovery   
 facility

1 Electrical rooms
2  Workshops
3  Turbine hall and flue 
 gas cleaning
4  Boiler hall
5 Waste water treatment
6  Waste bunkers
7  Tipping hall

1 Plant building
2  Tipping hall
3  Waste bunkers
4  Fan
5 Boiler hall
6  Admin and visitors’ centre
7  Control room 
8 Waste water treatment
9 Workshops
10 Bottom ash recovery   
 facility
11 Fabric filter
12 Stack
13 Turbine hall 
14 Switch rooms
15 Substation
16 Condenser
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